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the cap loose, two very beefy power transformers (wired in series - possibly from TV sets, but no
way to know), some decent quality variable caps, and other parts. But there is NO WAY this
amp should be made to work in this condition and I am guaranteeing it to be DEAD ON
ARRIVAL! The last thing I want is for the buyer to become dead instead!
Find a fun home for this - maybe a radio club could use it as an illustration of ’bad construction’.
Or just put it in your shack to shock (figuratively please) your fellow ham visitors! Doesn’t
weigh all that much - very thin aluminum (of course!) - about 40 pounds.
NOTE: I mean NO ill will to the ham who built this. I know he probably tried really hard, and
did what he could with the tools he had at hand. Most likely he had no mentor to guide him, and
just did the best he could. And I give him a lot of credit for having the balls to plug it in when he
was done. So please don’t take this listing as a ’high-brow’ lashing at less skilled builders. It is
NO WAY meant that way - but that doesn’t discount the HIDEOUS construction quality. That
just plain speaks for itself.
Are you NEW TO EBAY? Less than 10 feedbacks? EMAIL ME if so! (Click ’ask seller a
question’ above) Go ahead and bid, but I want to make sure you are ’real’ and your email works.
Too many problems with new folks and bad email! If I cannot reach you or your email bounces,
or for any other reason cannot reach you before the auction ends, I will have to cancel your bid,
so this is important! But please do go ahead and bid, then immediately contact me, ok? Thanks
for understanding!
TERMS: Paypal, cash by registered mail, POSTAL money order. Personal or business checks or
NON-US-POSTAL money orders are OK, BUT must clear before shipping (up to 10 days). You
need to make contact with me within 3 days of close, and payment must be received within 10
days (21 for outside the US). Item will be shipped WITHIN 48 HOURS of receipt of payment in
most cases. S/H calculated after the sale, based of course on where you live - it’s not all that
heavy - 40 pounds or so, so shouldn’t be too bad via UPS Ground. Good luck and have fun
bidding!
SHIPPING notes: My ’shipping price’ is an amount that covers raw shipping cost and also
includes a very small Handling price (that’s what S/H means) - I make every effort to keep
shipping/handling costs to a minimum. But good packing materials are costly, and some items
will have a slighly higher S/H cost to help offset the cost of the extra materials sometimes
needed. Please ask (click ’ask seller a question’) if you have any questions, before you bid. By
all means give my your address and I’ll give you a shipping quote BEFORE you place your bid.
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Most hideous homebrew amp ever built SCARY
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Description (revised)
[MANY photos - give time to load]
I bought this at a ham fair I think in 1996 or 1997 - I just saw it as a parts source for that
’amplifier project’ I’ll build someday. But it’s so GAWDAWFUL UGLY in such a funny way I
could never bring myself to take it apart!
If the original builder didn’t die during testing, I’m sure he at least got kicked on his ass. This
thing is WICKED! It’s the single most perfect example of how NOT to homebrew that I think
I’ve ever seen. Horrid solder connections, coils just dangling in space, capacitor shafts just
protruding through holes with no supports, HV construction techniques almost certain to arc
over, metal working skills not suitable for a wrecking yard, and other atrocities of home
construction. And all at kilowatt potentials!!
So I’m selling this for PARTS or to do what I did and keep for a few years as a very fun
wonderful conversation piece in your shack. BUT DO NOT PLUG IT IN!!!! Besides - it’s
missing the rectifier tube. Has a pair of very decent looking, but untested 811A tubes - one has

